
Almost every culture has a
psychopomp; traditionally a
spirit which helps the dead on
their journey to the afterlife.
The role of a psychopomp is
not to judge, but simply to
provide safe passage. This
concept encapsulates the
ethos of psychopomp
Microdistillery. The spirits that
they produce are
unpretentious, simple, and
welcoming. They are named
after these deities; Wōden,
their first and flagship London
Dry gin, was the Norse
psychopomp.

psychopomp use small,
handmade copper pot stills to
produce craft distilled gin in
small batches and limited
quantities from their base in
the centre of Bristol. They
produce regular seasonal
gins, as well as bespoke
recipes for discerning
restaurants. psychopomp also
run ticketed gin workshops
every Saturday, where you
can create your own gin on
their miniature copper stills. 
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Style           ABV       Case    Individual

Small batch craft distilled gin. This gin is of the London Dry style;
juniper forward, with strong grapefruit citrus, rounded by fennel seed
on the finish. Botanicals include juniper, coriander seed, angelica root,
cassia bark, fennel seed and fresh grapefruit zest. Perfect in a G&T with
a large wedge of grapefruit or in any classic gin cocktail.

Wōden Gin
Premium
London
Dry Gin

40%

Old Tom gin is a traditional style of gin that was sweetened with
honey or sugar. Psychopomp have created their Old Tom gin using
sweet botanicals instead of sugar or honey, such as Almonds,
Liquorice root, Cassia, Fennel seed and white peony.

Old Tom
Old
Tom
Gin

40%

Psychopomp have produced the first fully English Aqvavit. This Aqvavit is
in the Danish style, with more pronounced dill seed and caraway flavours.
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